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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider noncommutative stochastic integration in the context of a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra
equipped with a normal, faithful tracial state. The most prominent examples of this setting are von Neumann subalgebras
of the bounded linear operators acting on a q-Fock space (−1 q  1). Stochastic integration in this particular setting has
been investigated by many authors. The richest theory is the stochastic integration theory for the symmetric or Boson Fock
space (i.e. the case q = 1), initiated by Hudson and Parthasarathy in [17] (see also [33]). Boson stochastic integration not
only includes integration with respect to (noncommutative) Brownian motion, but also Poisson processes and other quan-
tum semimartingales. This theory is actively used in quantum optics, quantum measurement theory and quantum ﬁltering
theory. We refer to [25] and the references therein for an exposition of the theory and to [2,8] for surveys on applications in
the various areas of quantum physics. Stochastic integration theory with respect to Brownian motion for the anti-symmetric,
or Fermion, Fock space (q = −1), initiated by Barnett, Streater and Wilde in [3] (see also [34,11]) is also applied in quantum
physics. Although the q-Fock spaces for −1 < q < 1 have no apparent physical interpretation, stochastic integrals have also
been deﬁned in this context [37,12]. Especially the theory for the full Fock space (q = 0), see [24] and [6], is well developed
under the impetus of free probability theory and can be considered important from a pure mathematical viewpoint.
It is worthwile to note that any classical probability space (Ω,F ,P) is included in the stated context, since it induces
the von Neumann algebra L∞(Ω,F ,P) equipped with the normal, faithful tracial state given by the expectation functional.
Indeed, throughout this paper, it is often helpful to think of a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra as a generalized probability
space.
The main goal of this paper is to obtain an abstract theory for stochastic integration with respect to stochastic processes
with tensor or freely independent increments satisfying a stationarity assumption (see Deﬁnition 2.7 below). Stochastic
integration with respect to Boson and free Brownian motion is included in this setting. Our approach can be summarized as
follows. First, we pursue an analogy with stochastic integration in the classical probability model. In the classical situation
where one desires to integrate a stochastic process with respect to another stochastic process, it proves fruitful to ‘decouple’
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probability space. This idea can be traced back to [16] and [26]. Our approach follows [28], who used decoupling to construct
stochastic integrals of processes with values in B(H, E), where H is a separable Hilbert space and E a UMD Banach space,
with respect to an H-cylindrical Brownian motion. Concretely, we show that the stochastic integral of an adapted step
process can be viewed (in terms of equivalence of Lp-norms) as a randomized sum of the form
∑n
k=1 vk⊗ξk (or
∑n
k=1 vk ∗ξk
in the free case) deﬁned in a tensor (free) product probability space, where ξk are increments of the integrator process
deﬁned on a copy of the original probability space and vk are the values of the adapted step process. The unconditionality of
noncommutative martingale difference sequences in noncommutative Lp-spaces (cf. [14,15,34]) plays a prominent role in the
proof. As a second step, we use noncommutative Khintchine inequalities to obtain two-sided Lp-estimates (for 1 < p < ∞)
for the stochastic integral in terms of the values of the adapted step process. We arrive at the estimates∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hp(0,T ) p
∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
(dΦ f )
∥∥∥∥∥
p
(1)
under the assumption of tensor independent increments and obtain∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hpr (0,T )
and ∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
(dΦ f )
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hpc (0,T )
in the free case. Finally, we deﬁne a stochastic integral for a larger class of processes (including continuous martingales
if 2  p < ∞) through the obtained isomorphisms. We illustrate the theory with a simple example of a noncommutative
stochastic differential equation.
In the ﬁnal section we apply the theory to stochastic integration with respect to Boson and free Brownian motion and
obtain necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence of the stochastic integral of an adapted Lp-process with respect
to these processes. This complements a result of [34], where the estimates (1) were obtained for stochastic integrals with
respect to Fermion Brownian motion. We compare our results with existing stochastic integration theory.
2. Preliminaries
We start by introducing the notions from noncommutative probability theory which are central to this paper: probability
spaces, probability distributions, independence, conditional expectation and stochastic processes.
In its barest form a noncommutative probability space can be deﬁned as a pair (A, φ), where A is a unital algebra and
φ a linear functional on A satisfying φ(1) = 1. The elements of A are interpreted as (and called) random variables and the
functional φ plays the role of the expectation functional. We will consider such pairs with a much richer structure, which
ensures the existence of a generalization of conditional expectation and hence opens the gate to martingale theory.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A pair (M, τ ) consisting of a von Neumann algebra M and a normal, faithful, tracial state on M is called a
noncommutative probability space.
The complex Hilbert space H on which the von Neumann algebra M is acting is usually supressed from notation. On
M we consider, apart from the norm topology induced by B(H ), the strong, weak, ultra-strong and ultra-weak operator
topology, abbreviated by so, wo, uso and uwo topology, respectively. We shall tacitly use many standard facts about von
Neumann algebras, the (interplay of the) mentioned topologies on them and traces on von Neumann algebras. We refer to
[38,39] and the excellent volumes [22,23] for an exposition of these results.
We say that a closed, densely deﬁned linear operator a is aﬃliated with the von Neumann algebra M if ua = au for
any unitary element u in the commutant M′ of M. Furthermore, a is called τ -measurable if, in addition, for some λ  0
we have τ (e|a|(λ,∞)) < ∞, where e|a| denotes the spectral measure of |a| (see the deﬁnition below). In our setting of a
noncommutative probability space, any aﬃliated operator is τ -measurable. The collection of τ -measurable operators forms
a ∗-algebra S(τ ) under the strong sum and multiplication and the trace τ extends to a trace (again denoted by τ ) on S(τ )+ .
For 1 p < ∞ we deﬁne
‖x‖p :=
(
τ
(|x|p)) 1p .
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tative Lp-space of M. It can alternatively be viewed as the completion of M in the norm ‖ · ‖p . As usual, we deﬁne L∞(M)
as M equipped with the operator norm. We shall occasionally refer to the elements of L1(M) as random variables.
We will often make use of the following duality pairing between L1(M) and M. Let 〈x, y〉 = τ (xy) for x ∈ L1(M),
y ∈ M. Then the map x → 〈x, ·〉 is a linear isometry from L1(M) onto the pre-dual M∗ of M and y → 〈·, y〉 is a linear
isometry from M onto the Banach dual L1(M)∗ . In particular, for any ﬁxed x ∈ L1(M), the map y → τ (xy) is uwo-
continuous.
In what follows, we employ many well-known facts about noncommutative Lp-spaces, such as Hölder’s inequality, the
standard duality (Lp(M))∗ = Lp′(M) with 1p + 1p′ = 1 and ‖x‖p  ‖y‖p if 0  x  y in the ordering on B(H ). Many of
these results can be found in the survey article [35].
For any closed, densely deﬁned operator a aﬃliated with M, we shall denote the intersection of all von Neumann
subalgebras Mi such that a is aﬃliated with Mi by W ∗(a). This deﬁnes a von Neumann subalgebra of M, called the von
Neumann algebra generated by a. For a ∈ L∞(M),
W ∗(a) = ({p(a,a∗), p ∈ P (z, z)})′′,
where P (z, z) is the collection of all polynomials in z ∈ C and its conjugate z. The von Neumann algebra W ∗(a) will take
the role played by the σ -algebra generated by a random variable in classical probability theory.
We now turn to the problem of deﬁning probability distributions for random variables associated with a noncommutative
probability space. We begin by recalling the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let (Ω,F) be a measurable space, H a complex Hilbert space and let P(H ) denote the set of (orthogonal)
projections in H . Then a spectral measure e on (Ω,F) is a set map e : F → P(H ) satisfying
• e(Ω) = 1;
• e(A ∩ B) = e(A)e(B) = e(B)e(A) for any A, B ∈ F ;
• for any sequence (An)∞n=1 of disjoint elements of F we have
e
( ∞⋃
n=1
An
)
=
∞∑
n=1
e(An),
where the sum on the right-hand side converges in the so-topology.
It is well known that we can deﬁne a spectral integral with respect to a spectral measure e for any F -measurable function
f : Ω → C, which we denote by∫
Ω
f (λ)de(λ).
This deﬁnes a normal operator on H , which is self-adjoint if f is real-valued and bounded if f is.
Conversely, suppose that a is a normal operator. By the spectral theorem, there exists a unique spectral measure ea on
the Borel subsets B(C) of C such that
a =
∫
C
λdea(λ).
Moreover, for every Borel function f : C → C,
f (a) :=
∫
C
f (λ)dea(λ)
deﬁnes a normal operator.
If e is any spectral measure on a measurable space (Ω,F), f : Ω → C an F -measurable function and x = ∫ f de, then
the spectral measure of x is given by
ex(B) = e( f −1(B)) (B ∈ B(C)).
If M is a von Neumann algebra, then a normal operator a is aﬃliated with M if and only if ea(B) ∈ M for every B ∈ B(C).
If this is the case,
W ∗(a) = W ∗({ea(B): B ∈ B(C)})
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a probability distribution for a. Indeed, by the properties of ea and τ it is not diﬃcult to see that the map(
τea
)
(B) = τ (ea(B)) (B ∈ B(C))
deﬁnes a Borel probability measure on C. Indeed, countable additivity follows by countable additivity of ea and complete
additivity of τ . We will call this the probability distribution of the normal operator a. The following property is well known
and not diﬃcult to prove using normality of τ and the monotone convergence theorem.
Lemma 2.3. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space and suppose a is a normal operator aﬃliated with M. Then, for any
Borel function f : C → C, f (a) ∈ L1(M) if and only if f ∈ L1(C, τea) and in this case
τ
(
f (a)
)= ∫
C
f (λ)d
(
τea
)
(λ).
We shall call two closed, densely deﬁned normal operators aﬃliated with M identically distributed if their probability
distributions coincide.
For elements of L1(M) which are not normal, we cannot deﬁne a probability distribution as above. For an element
a ∈ L∞(M) we can still look at its ∗-moments, by which we mean complex numbers τ (M(a,a∗)) for M(z, z) any monomial
in z and z.
Remark. As is well known, two normal elements a1,a2 ∈ L∞(M) have identical ∗-moments if and only if they are iden-
tically distributed. Indeed, let μi and σi be the distribution and spectrum of ai . Set σ = σ1 ∪ σ2. Consider the continuous
linear functionals φi( f ) =
∫
σ f dμi on C(σ ). Then the functionals φi coincide on polynomials in z, z on σ and hence, by
Stone–Weierstrass, on all of C(σ ). Let B ⊂ σ be any open subset and let ( fn)∞n=1 be a sequence in C(σ ) approximating χB
pointwise from below. Then
∫
σ fn dμi ↑ μi(B) (i = 1,2) and hence μ1 = μ2.
Our main motivation for working exclusively with von Neumann algebras equipped with a normal, faithful, tracial state
is the following theorem by H. Umegaki ([40], Theorem 1). It establishes that in this setting a conditional expectation exists
with respect to any von Neumann subalgebra of the noncommutative probability space.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that (M, τ ) is a noncommutative probability space and A a von Neumann subalgebra of M. Then there is a
map x → τ (x|A) from L1(M) onto L1(A) satisfying the following properties:
(a) τ (·|A) is linear and positive;
(b) τ (x∗|A) = τ (x|A)∗;
(c) if x 0 and τ (x|A) = 0 then x= 0;
(d) τ (x|A) = x for any x ∈ L1(A);
(e) τ (x∗|A)τ (x|A) τ (x∗x|A) for x ∈ M;
(f) τ (·|A) is normal, i.e., xα ↑ x implies τ (xα |A) ↑ τ (x|A) for (xα), x ∈ M;
(g) τ (·|A) is uwo-continuous;
(h) ‖τ (x|A)‖p  ‖x‖p , for all x ∈ Lp(M) (1 p ∞);
(i) τ (xy|A) = xτ (y|A) if x ∈ Lp(A), y ∈ Lp′(M) and τ (xy|A) = τ (x|A)y if x ∈ Lp(M), y ∈ Lp′(A) (1 p ∞, 1p + 1p′ = 1).
Moreover, for any x ∈ L1(M), τ (x|A) is the unique element in L1(A) satisfying
τ (xy) = τ (τ (x|A)y), (2)
for all y ∈ L∞(A). Moreover, if 1 p ∞ and x ∈ Lp(M), then (2) holds for any y ∈ Lp′(A), where 1p + 1p′ = 1. We write EA :=
τ (·|A).
We shall refer to the property in (2) as the uniqueness of conditional expectation. Notice that by this property noncom-
mutative conditional expectation on (L∞(Ω,F ,P),E) coincides with the classical notion.
We use the notation τ (·|A1,A2) to denote τ (·|W ∗(A1,A2)), where A1,A2 are von Neumann subalgebras of M and
W ∗(A1,A2) is the von Neumann subalgebra generated by A1 ∪ A2. Moreover, if a is a closed densely deﬁned operator
aﬃliated with M, then τ (·|a) denotes the conditional expectation onto W ∗(a).
In this paper we will be mainly concerned with the two most commonly used notions of independence: tensor indepen-
dence, which is a straightforward generalization of the notion in classical probability theory and free independence, which was
introduced by D.V. Voiculescu and led to the development of free probability theory which takes this notion as its axiom
(see [42] and [32] for this beautiful theory). By axiomatizing the intuitive requirements a notion of independence should
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probability space (cf. [5]).
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space. The von Neumann subalgebras A1, . . . ,AN of M are
called tensor independent if we have the following factorization:
τ
(
n∏
j=1
(
N∏
i=1
aij
))
=
N∏
i=1
τ
(
n∏
j=1
aij
)
,
whenever aij ∈ Ai ( j = 1, . . . ,n; i = 1, . . . ,N; n ∈ N).
The von Neumann subalgebras A1, . . . ,AN are called freely independent if
τ
(
n∏
j=1
a j
)
= 0
whenever the following conditions hold:
(a) n is a positive integer;
(b) a j ∈ Ai( j) for all j = 1, . . . ,n;
(c) τ (a j) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . ,n;
(d) neighboring elements are from different subalgebras, that is i(1) = i(2), i(2) = i(3), . . . , i(n − 1) = i(n).
A collection {Ai}i∈I of von Neumann subalgebras of M is called (tensor/freely) independent if every ﬁnite subcollection is
(tensor/freely) independent.
Remark. Suppose that A1,A2,A3 are von Neumann subalgebras of M. Then A1 is (tensor/freely) independent of A2 if and
only if A2 is (tensor/freely) independent of A1. If this is the case, then any von Neumann subalgebra of A1 is (tensor/freely)
independent of any von Neumann subalgebra of A2. Moreover, we note that A1,A2,A3 are (tensor/freely) independent if
and only if A1, A2 are (tensor/freely) independent and W ∗(A1,A2) and A3 are (tensor/freely) independent if and only if
A2, A3 are (tensor/freely) independent and W ∗(A2,A3) and A1 are (tensor/freely) independent. That is, tensor and free
independence carry over to subalgebras, are commutative and associative.
Remark. For closed, densely deﬁned operators aﬃliated with M independence is always understood in terms of their
generated von Neumann algebras. Hence, we call a sequence (ak)∞k=1 of closed and densely deﬁned operators aﬃliated
with M (tensor/freely) independent if the sequence (W ∗(ak))∞k=1 of von Neumann subalgebras in M is (tensor/freely)
independent.
We will also consider a notion of conditional independence, which was introduced in [21].
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space, (Ak) a sequence of von Neumann subalgebras of M and
N a common von Neumann subalgebra of the Ak . We call (Ak) weakly independent with respect to EN if for every k we
have EN (xy) = EN (x)EN (y) for all x ∈ Ak and y ∈ W ∗((A j) j =k). A sequence (xk) in Lp(M) is called weakly independent
with respect to EN if there is a sequence (Ak) of von Neumann subalgebras in M such that xk ∈ Lp(Ak) (k 1) and (Ak)
is weakly independent with respect to EN .
We conclude this section by ﬁxing some terminology for noncommutative stochastic processes.
Deﬁnition 2.7. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space.
A (continuous-time) ﬁltration is an increasing family of von Neumann subalgebras (Mt)t0 of M, i.e., Ms ⊂ Mt when-
ever 0 s t . It is called generating if (Mt)t0 generates M, i.e., M = W ∗((Mt)t0).
Let 1  p  ∞. An Lp-process adapted to the ﬁltration (Mt)t0 is a map f : R+ → Lp(M) such that f (s) ∈ Lp(Ms)
for every s  0. We call the process self-adjoint or normal if f (s) is self-adjoint or normal, respectively, for every s 
0. It is called an Lp-martingale if τ ( f (t)|Ms) = f (s) for any 0  s  t . An Lp-process f : R+ → Lp(M) has tensor (or
freely) independent increments if, for all 0 s < t , f (t) − f (s) is tensor (or freely) independent, respectively, of Ms . Finally,
a normal, adapted Lp-process (or adapted L∞-process) has stationary increments if the probability distribution (respectively,
∗-moments) of 1√
t−s ( f (t) − f (s)) does not depend on the time increment t − s, for all 0 s < t .
A sequence (dn)∞n=1 in Lp(M) is called a martingale difference sequence with respect to the discrete-time ﬁltration
(Mn)∞n=0 if there exists a discrete-time Lp-martingale (xn)∞n=0 such that dn = xn − xn−1.
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Suppose we are given some ﬁnite set (M1, τ1), . . . , (Mn, τn) of noncommutative probability spaces. We wish to deﬁne
a product probability space, that is, a noncommutative probability space (M, τ ) such that the Mi are contained in M,
τ equals τi on Mi (i = 1, . . . ,n), M1, . . . ,Mn generate M as a von Neumann algebra and M1, . . . ,Mn are independent
in M with respect to τ . We will consider two types of product probability spaces: the tensor product of noncommutative
probability spaces, which corresponds to tensor independence and is a generalization of the product of classical probability
spaces, and the free product of noncommutative probability spaces, in which case M1, . . . ,Mn are freely independent in
the product space. The tensor product construction is classical, see e.g. [38].
Theorem 3.1 (Tensor product probability space). Let (M1, τ1), . . . , (Mn, τn) be noncommutative probability spaces (i = 1, . . . ,n).
Set M = M1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Mn, the von Neumann algebra tensor product of M1, . . . ,Mn, τ = τ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ τn and deﬁne the maps
W i : Mi → M by Wi(a) = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ a⊗ 1 · · · ⊗ 1 (a on the i-th spot). Then (M, τ ) is a noncommutative probability space and
the following properties are satisﬁed:
• the maps Wi : Mi → M are normal, injective, unital ∗-homomorphisms;
• the von Neumann algebras Wi(Mi) are tensor independent with respect to τ ;
• ⋃ni=1 Wi(Mi) generates M as a von Neumann algebra;• τ ◦ Wi = τi for i = 1, . . . ,n.
The following lemma is a direct consequence of the associativity of tensor independence.
Lemma 3.2. Let (M1, τ1), . . . , (Mn, τn) be noncommutative probability spaces and (M, τ ) their tensor product probability space.
For each i, let Ai,Bi be von Neumann subalgebras of Mi such that Ai is tensor independent of Bi with respect to τi . Then A1 ⊗
· · · ⊗An is tensor independent of B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Bn with respect to τ .
The construction of a free product space for C∗-probability spaces, i.e. C∗-algebras equipped with a state, is well known
(see e.g. Section 7 of [32]) and can be easily adapted to our present setting. We leave the details to the reader.
Theorem3.3 (Free product probability space). Let (M1, τ1), . . . , (Mn, τn) be noncommutative probability spaces (i = 1, . . . ,n). Then
there exists a noncommutative probability space (M, τ ) and a family of normal, injective, unital ∗-homomorphisms Wi : Mi → M
such that
• the von Neumann algebras Wi(Mi) are freely independent with respect to τ ;
• ⋃ni=1 Wi(Mi) generates M as a von Neumann algebra;• τ ◦ Wi = τi for i = 1, . . . ,n.
In what follows, we shall identify Mi with its image Wi(Mi) in M. Note that this identiﬁcation is trace preserving,
since τi = τ ◦ Wi . In particular, the identiﬁcation is an Lp-isometry.
The following lemma is the equivalent of Lemma 3.2 for free product probability spaces and a consequence of the
associativity of free independence.
Lemma 3.4. Let (M1, τ1), . . . , (Mn, τn) be noncommutative probability spaces and (M, τ ) their free product probability space. For
each i, let Ai,Bi be von Neumann subalgebras of Mi such that Ai is freely independent of Bi with respect to τi . Then A1 ∗ · · · ∗An
is freely independent of B1 ∗ · · · ∗Bn with respect to τ .
For clarity, we shall write a ∗ b for the product of two elements a and b in a free product probability space.
4. Hilbert space valued noncommutative Lp-spaces
In the following we will consider several noncommutative Hilbert space valued Lp-spaces, which were deﬁned in [19].
Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space, H a complex Hilbert space and let H denote its conjugate Hilbert space
(i.e., its dual space). Let M ⊗ B(H) be the von Neumann tensor product equipped with the product trace τ ⊗ tr. Let e be
a unit vector in H , let pe be the rank one projection in H onto span{e} and let pe be the rank one projection in H onto
span{e}. For any 1 p ∞ the column and row spaces associated with H are deﬁned as
Lp(M; Hc) = Lp
(M⊗ B(H))(1⊗ pe)
and
Lp(M; Hr) = (1⊗ pe)Lp
(M⊗ B(H)).
It can be shown that these deﬁnitions are essentially independent of the choice of e.
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(L∞(M; Hc), L1(M; Hc)) forms an interpolation couple for the complex interpolation method and for 1 p ∞ we have[
L∞(M; Hc), L1(M; Hc)
]
1
p
= Lp(M; Hc).
The analogous result holds for the row spaces. Also, from the standard duality for Lp(M⊗ B(H)) it follows that
Lp(M; Hc)∗ = Lp′(M; Hr),
where 1 p < ∞ and 1p + 1p′ = 1.
The algebraic tensor product Lp(M) ⊗ H is dense (with respect to the w∗-topology if p = ∞) in the row and column
space. Moreover, if 1 p < ∞ we have∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
xk ⊗ ak
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M;Hc)
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(
n∑
i, j=1
〈a j,ai〉 x∗i x j
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
,
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
xk ⊗ ak
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M;Hr)
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(
n∑
i, j=1
〈ai,a j〉 xix∗j
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
,
for any x1, . . . , xn ∈ Lp(M) and a1, . . . ,an ∈ H . In particular, for any orthonormal set e1, . . . , en ∈ H ,∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
xk ⊗ ek
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M;Hc)
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(
n∑
k=1
x∗k xk
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
,
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
xk ⊗ ek
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M;Hr)
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(
n∑
k=1
xkx
∗
k
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
. (3)
It is not diﬃcult to show that Lp(M; Hc) and Lp(M; Hr) can be contractively embedded into the injective tensor product
of Lp(M) and H . Hence, we may deﬁne for 1 p < 2,
Lp(M; Hrad) = Lp(M; Hc) + Lp(M; Hr),
‖ f ‖Lp(M;Hrad) = inf
{‖g‖Lp(M;Hc) + ‖h‖Lp(M;Hr)},
where the inf is taken over all g ∈ Lp(M; Hc) and h ∈ Lp(M; Hr) such that f = g + h, and for 2 p < ∞,
Lp(M; Hrad) = Lp(M; Hc) ∩ Lp(M; Hr),
‖ f ‖Lp(M;Hrad) =max
{‖ f ‖Lp(M;Hc),‖ f ‖Lp(M;Hr)}.
By taking the standard orthonormal basis for l2 in (3) and using the density of Lp(M)⊗ l2 in both Lp(M; l2c ) and Lp(M; l2r ),
we can alternatively describe these spaces as the completions of the linear space of all ﬁnite sequences (xk) in Lp(M) in
the norms
∥∥(xk)∥∥Lp(M;l2c ) =
∥∥∥∥(∑
k
x∗k xk
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
,
∥∥(xk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) =
∥∥∥∥(∑
k
xkx
∗
k
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
.
The space L∞(M; l2c ) can be described as the linear space of all sequences (xk)∞k=1 in M such that
∥∥(xk)∥∥L∞(M;l2c ) = sup
{∥∥∥∥∥
(
n∑
k=1
x∗k xk
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥;n ∈ N
}
< ∞,
and the analogous statement holds for the row space.
We shall also need the following conditional versions of the row and column norm, introduced in [18].
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let 1 p < ∞ and (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space. Let N be any von Neumann subalgebra
of M and set EN := τ (·|N ). By
∥∥(xk)∥∥Lp(M,EN ;l2c ) =
∥∥∥∥(∑EN (x∗k xk))
1
2
∥∥∥∥
pk
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∥∥(xk)∥∥Lp(M,EN ;l2r ) =
∥∥∥∥(∑
k
EN
(
xkx
∗
k
)) 12 ∥∥∥∥
p
,
we deﬁne two norms on the linear space of all ﬁnite sequences (xk) in L∞(M). Let Lp(M,EN ; l2c ) and Lp(M,EN ; l2r )
denote the completions of this space in the respective norms. These are called the conditional column and conditional row
space, respectively.
We refer to [34,18,20,19,21] for more details on the (conditional) row and column spaces.
We end this section with an exposition of some recent results in noncommutative probability theory that will be utilized
in this paper. The ﬁrst result is a special instance of the noncommutative version of the Rosenthal theorem, proved by [21]
(Theorem 2.1) in a much more general setting. Throughout this paper, we use the notation a α,β b for the assertion
cα,βa b  Cα,βa, for some constants cα,β,Cα,β > 0 depending only on the parameters α and β .
Theorem 4.2 (Noncommutative Rosenthal theorem). Let 2  p < ∞, (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space and N a
von Neumann subalgebra of M. Suppose (xk) is a ﬁnite sequence in Lp(M) which is weakly independent with respect to EN and
satisﬁes EN (xk) = 0 for all k. Then,∥∥∥∥∑
k
xk
∥∥∥∥
p
p max
{∥∥(xk)∥∥lp(Lp(M)),∥∥(xk)∥∥Lp(M,EN ;l2c ),∥∥(xk)∥∥Lp(M,EN ;l2r )}.
The following two important theorems are taken from [34] (see also [14,15] for earlier particular instances of the second
result), which can be considered a breakthrough article in the development of noncommutative martingale theory.
Theorem 4.3 (Noncommutative Stein inequality). Fix 1 < p < ∞. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space and (Mn)n0
a generating ﬁltration for M. Deﬁne the map Q on all ﬁnite sequences x = (xn)n0 in Lp(M) by Q (x) = (τ (xn|Mn))n0 . Then Q
extends to a bounded projection on both Lp(M; l2c ) and Lp(M; l2r ) (with norm depending on p).
Theorem 4.4. (Noncommutative UMD-property) Fix 1 < p < ∞. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space and (Mn)n0
a generating ﬁltration for M. Then noncommutative martingale difference sequences are unconditional in Lp(M): there exists a
uniform constant αp depending only on p such that for any ﬁnite martingale difference sequence (dn) in Lp(M) and any sequence of
signs (εn) ∈ {−1,1}N we have∥∥∥∥∑
n
εndn
∥∥∥∥
p
 αp
∥∥∥∥∑
n
dn
∥∥∥∥
p
.
The latter theorem implies that Lp(M) is a UMD Banach space in the sense of Burkholder [10].
5. Conditioning on independent von Neumann algebras
In this section we prove the noncommutative version of the following classical theorem: let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability
space, X ∈ L1(Ω,F ,P) and G1,G2 sub-σ -algebras of F such that the σ -algebra σ(X,G1), generated by X and G1, and G2
are independent. Then, almost surely,
E(X |G1,G2) = E(X |G1).
To facilitate computations with freely independent von Neumann algebras we use the notation a◦ := a − τ (a) for a ∈ M.
Theorem 5.1. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space. Fix u ∈ L1(M) and letA1,A2 be von Neumann subalgebras ofM
such that W ∗(u,A1) and A2 are either tensor independent or freely independent. Then,
τ
(
τ (u|A1)v
)= τ (uv) (v ∈ L∞(W ∗(A1,A2))). (4)
In other words, τ (u|A1,A2) = τ (u|A1). In particular, if 1 p ∞ and u ∈ Lp(M), then (4) holds for any v ∈ Lp′(W ∗(A1,A2)),
where 1 + 1′ = 1.p p
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τ
(
τ (u|A1)v1,1v2,1 · · · v1,kv2,k
)= τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,kv2,k),
τ
(
τ (u|A1)v2,1v1,1 · · · v2,kv1,k
)= τ (uv2,1v1,1 · · · v2,kv1,k), (5)
for any k ∈ N and where vi, j ∈ Ai for i = 1,2, j = 1, . . . ,k (note that the vi, j are allowed to be equal to 1 as 1 ∈ Ai for
i = 1,2). Indeed, suppose this is true. Then by linearity, we have
τ
(
τ (u|A1)g
)= τ (ug),
for any polynomial g in elements of A1 and A2. Then, since such polynomials (i.e. the algebra generated by A1 ∪A2) are
uwo-dense in W ∗(A1,A2), we obtain
τ
(
τ (u|A1)v
)= τ (uv),
for any v ∈ W ∗(A1,A2). Now (4) follows for u ∈ L1(M) by a density argument and L1-contractivity of τ (·|A1).
Suppose ﬁrst that W ∗(u,A1) and A2 are tensor independent. Then,
τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,kv2,k) = τ (uv1,1 · · · v1,k)τ (v2,1 · · · v2,k)
= τ (τ (u|A1)v1,1 · · · v1,k)τ (v2,1 · · · v2,k)
= τ (τ (u|A1)v1,1v2,1 · · · v1,kv2,k).
This proves the ﬁrst equation of (5) in the case of tensor independence, the proof of the second is analogous.
Suppose now that W ∗(u,A1) and A2 are freely independent. We will prove (5) by induction on k. Notice ﬁrst that
for v ∈ A2 we have τ (uv) = τ (u)τ (v) = τ (τ (u|A1))τ (v) = τ (τ (u|A1)v). For v ∈ A1 we have τ (uv) = τ (τ (u|A1)v) by
uniqueness of conditional expectation. Suppose that (5) holds for k = n. For the ﬁrst equation of (5) we have
τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,nv1,n+1) = τ
(
uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,n(v1,n+1)◦
)+ τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,n)τ (v1,n+1)
= τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,n(v1,n+1)◦)+ τ (τ (u|A1)v1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,n)τ (v1,n+1),
where in the last step we use the induction hypothesis. We now proceed by writing v2,n = (v2,n)◦ + τ (v2,n) in the ﬁrst
expectation on the RHS to obtain
τ
(
uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,n(v1,n+1)◦
)= τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,n(v2,n)◦(v1,n+1)◦)+ τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,n(v1,n+1)◦)τ (v2,n).
We can now write v1,n = (v1,n)◦ + τ (v1,n) in the ﬁrst term on the RHS and expand by linearity. Continuing in this fashion
we arrive at
τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,nv1,n+1) = τ
(
(uv1,1)
◦(v2,1)◦ · · · (v1,n)◦(v2,n)◦(v1,n+1)◦
)+ lower order terms,
where the lower order terms are products of elements of the form τ (vi, j) with j  n+ 1 and τ (uv1,1w2,1 · · ·w1,lw2,l) with
l  n and wk,l ∈ Ak (k = 1,2). To these terms we can apply the induction hypothesis, i.e. we can replace u by τ (u|A1). For
the ﬁrst term in the above equation we note that by free independence,
τ
(
(uv1,1)
◦(v2,1)◦ · · · (v1,n)◦(v2,n)◦(v1,n+1)◦
)= 0,
τ
((
τ (u|A1)v1,1
)◦
(v2,1)
◦ · · · (v1,n)◦(v2,n)◦(v1,n+1)◦
)= 0.
Now apply the above argument backwards with τ (u|A1) instead of u to obtain
τ
(
τ (u|A1)v1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,nv1,n+1
)= τ (uv1,1v2,1 · · · v1,nv2,nv1,n+1).
For the second equation of (5) we use the same argument, with the only minor difference that we use the expansion
τ (uv2,1v1,1 · · · v2,nv1,nv2,n+1) = τ
(
u◦(v2,1)◦(v1,1)◦ · · · (v2,n)◦(v1,n)◦(v2,n+1)◦
)+ lower order terms.
By induction, we have proved (5).
The ﬁnal statements of the theorem follow from (4) and uniqueness of conditional expectation, see Theorem 2.4. 
We can now derive the corresponding classical result as a corollary, by taking (M, τ ) = (L∞(Ω,F ,P),E), A1 =
L∞(Ω,G1,P), A2 = L∞(Ω,G2,P) and X ∈ L1(L∞(Ω,F ,P),E).
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As a ﬁrst step towards deﬁning stochastic integrals, we now prove a decoupling result for stochastic integrals of simple
adapted processes. The key results are Theorems 6.3 (for integrators with tensor independent increments) and 6.4 (for
integrators with freely independent increments).
We start with a technical lemma to handle the case where the integrator has tensor independent, normal, but unbounded
increments.
Lemma 6.1. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space. Suppose a,b are commuting normal elements in L1(M), which are
identically distributed and tensor independent. Then,
τ (a− b|a+ b) = 0.
Proof. Let ea, eb denote the spectral measures of a and b, respectively, then there is a unique product spectral measure
e = ea × eb on (C2,B(C2)) (cf. [7]). Let ea+b be the spectral measure of a + b. Clearly, by uwo-continuity of the map
c → τ ((a − b)c) on M, it suﬃces to show that
τ
(
(a− b)ea+b(B))= 0, (6)
for every B ∈ B(C).
Let B ∈ B(C) be arbitrary and set A = {(z1, z2) ∈ C2: z1 + z2 ∈ B}. By the joint functional calculus of a and b,
(a − b)ea+b(B) =
∫
C2
(z1 − z2)χA(z1, z2)d(e)(z1, z2),
and by Lemma 2.3,
τ
(
(a− b)ea+b(B))= ∫
C2
(z1 − z2)χA(z1, z2)d(τe)(z1, z2).
For any C1,C2 ∈B(C),
τe(C1 × C2) = τ
(
ea × eb(C1 × C2)
)= τ (ea(C1))τ (eb(C2))= τea × τeb(C1 × C2),
so τe is equal to the product probability measure τea × τeb . Since τea = τeb and (z1, z2) ∈ A if and only if (z2, z1) ∈ A, we
obtain∫
C2
(z1 − z2)χA(z1, z2)d(τe) =
∫
C2
(z2 − z1)χA(z2, z1)d
(
τea × τeb)
= −
∫
C2
(z1 − z2)χA(z1, z2)d(τe).
Hence, τ ((a − b)ea+b(B)) = 0 and our proof is complete. 
Deﬁnition 6.2. Let 1 p ∞, (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space and (Mn)∞n=0 a discrete-time ﬁltration in M.
A sequence (xn)∞n=1 in Lp(M) is called predictable with respect to (Mn)∞n=0 if xn ∈ Lp(Mn−1) for all n.
The argument used to prove the decoupling theorems below has its roots in [27], Theorem 6.1 (see also [28], Lemma 3.4).
Theorem 6.3. Let 1 < p < ∞ and 1 < q, r, s  ∞ be such that 1p = 1q + 1r + 1s . Let (M, τ ) and (M˜, τ˜ ) be noncommutative
probability spaces. Let (Mn)Nn=0 , (M˜n)Nn=0 be ﬁltrations inM and M˜, and let (vn)Nn=1, (wn)Nn=1 be (Mn)Nn=0-predictable sequences
in Lq(M) and Ls(M), respectively. Suppose that ξ1, . . . , ξN ∈ Lr(M) and ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜N ∈ Lr(M˜) satisfy the following conditions:
• ξn, ξ˜n are centred, i.e. τ (ξn) = τ˜ (ξ˜n) = 0 (n = 1, . . . ,N);
• ξn ∈ Mn, ξ˜n ∈ M˜n for n = 1, . . . ,N;
• ξn is tensor independent of Mn−1 and ξ˜n is tensor independent of M˜n−1 for n = 1, . . . ,N;
• if r = ∞ we suppose that for every n = 1, . . . ,N, ξn and ξ˜n have identical ∗-moments. Otherwise, we assume that for every
n = 1, . . . ,N, ξn and ξ˜n are normal and identically distributed.
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N∑
n=1
vnξnwn
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
p
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
, (7)
where p signiﬁes equivalence of norms up to a constant depending only on p and (M, τ ) denotes the tensor product probability
space of (M, τ ) and (M˜, τ˜ ).
Proof. By replacing MN and M˜N by M and M˜ if necessary, we may assume that (Mn)Nn=0 and (M˜n)Nn=0 are generating
ﬁltrations in M and M˜, respectively. For n = 1, . . . ,N deﬁne
d2n−1 := 1
2
vnξnwn ⊗ 1+ 1
2
vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n,
d2n := 1
2
vnξnwn ⊗ 1− 1
2
vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n
and
D2n−1 := W ∗
(Mn−1 ⊗ M˜n−1, {ξn ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ξ˜n}),
D2n := Mn ⊗ M˜n.
Then (Dn)2Nn=1 is a generating ﬁltration in M and
N∑
n=1
vnξnwn ⊗ 1=
2N∑
n=1
dn,
N∑
n=1
vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n =
2N∑
n=1
(−1)n+1dn.
Hence, by the noncommutative UMD-property of Lp(M) (cf. Theorem 4.4), it suﬃces to show that (dn)2Nn=1 is a martingale
difference sequence with respect to the ﬁltration (Dn)2Nn=1.
Clearly, (dn)2Nn=1 is (Dn)2Nn=1-adapted. Due to Lemma 3.2 the von Neumann algebras W ∗(ξn)⊗W ∗(ξ˜n) and Mn−1 ⊗M˜n−1
are tensor independent and hence, W ∗({ξn ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ ξ˜n, ξn ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ ξ˜n}) and Mn−1 ⊗ M˜n−1 are tensor independent. By
Theorem 5.1 we have
τ (d2n|D2n−1) = 1
2
τ ⊗ τ˜ (vnξnwn ⊗ 1− vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n|D2n−1)
= 1
2
τ ⊗ τ˜ (vnξnwn ⊗ 1− vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n∣∣W ∗(Mn−1 ⊗ M˜n−1, {ξn ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ξ˜n}))
= 1
2
(
(vn ⊗ 1)τ ⊗ τ˜ (ξn ⊗ 1− 1⊗ ξ˜n|ξn ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ξ˜n)(wn ⊗ 1)
)
.
We claim that the latter expression is zero. We ﬁrst prove this in the case r = ∞. Note that the map c → τ ⊗ τ˜ ((ξn ⊗ 1 −
1 ⊗ ξ˜n)c) is linear and uwo-continuous and it is therefore suﬃcient to show that τ ⊗ τ˜ ((ξn ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ ξ˜n)P ) = 0 for any
∗-monomial P in ξn ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ξ˜n . This follows by direct calculation, using the fact that ξn and ξ˜n have identical ∗-moments.
On the other hand, if 1 r < ∞ and ξn, ξ˜n are normal, we apply Lemma 6.1 with a = ξn ⊗ 1 and b = 1⊗ ξ˜n to prove the
claim.
Similarly we have
τ (d2n−1|D2n−2) = 1
2
τ ⊗ τ˜ (vnξnwn ⊗ 1+ vnwn ⊗ ξ˜n|Mn−1 ⊗ M˜n−1)
= 1
2
τ ⊗ τ˜ (ξn ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ ξ˜n)vnwn ⊗ 1= 0,
where we use that ξn and ξ˜n are centred.
Thus (dn)2Nn=1 is a martingale difference sequence for the noncommutative martingale (
∑n
k=1 dk)2Nn=1 and our proof is
complete. 
Theorem 6.4. Let 1 < p < ∞ and 1 < q, r ∞ be such that 1p = 1q + 1r . Let (M, τ ) and (M˜, τ˜ ) be noncommutative probability
spaces. Let (Mn)Nn=0 , (M˜n)Nn=0 be ﬁltrations in M and M˜, and let (vn)Nn=1, (wn)Nn=1 be (Mn)Nn=0-predictable sequences in Lq(M)
and Lr(M), respectively. Suppose that the elements ξ1, . . . , ξN ∈ M and ξ˜1, . . . , ξ˜N ∈ M˜ satisfy the following four conditions:
• ξn, ξ˜n are centred (n = 1, . . . ,N);
• ξn ∈ Mn, ξ˜n ∈ M˜n for n = 1, . . . ,N;
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• For every n = 1, . . . ,N, ξn and ξ˜n have identical ∗-moments.
Then, ∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
vnξnwn
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
p
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
n=1
vn ∗ ξ˜n ∗ wn
∥∥∥∥∥
Lp(M)
, (8)
where p signiﬁes equivalence of norms up to a constant depending only on p and (M, τ ) denotes the free product probability space
of (M, τ ) and (M˜, τ˜ ).
Proof. The proof is the same as the one for Theorem 6.3, once we replace all tensor product probability spaces by free
product probability spaces and use Lemma 3.4 instead of Lemma 3.2. 
7. Stochastic integration
Using the decoupling theorems we can now obtain norm estimates of stochastic integrals of simple adapted processes in
terms of a suitable norm of the integrand. In turn, these estimates allow us to extend the class of stochastically integrable
functions.
Our presentation follows the lines of [34], who proved necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence of the Itô–
Clifford integral, i.e., the integral of adapted Lp-processes with respect to a Fermion Brownian motion.
Recall the terminology for stochastic processes in Deﬁnition 2.7. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space and
(Mt)t0 a continuous-time ﬁltration in M. We call an (Mt)t0-adapted Lp-process f simple if it is piecewise constant, i.e.
if there exists a ﬁnite partition π = {0= t0 < t1 < · · · < tk < ∞} of R+ such that
f (t) =
∑
k
f (tk)χ[tk,tk+1)(t) (t  0),
where χ[tk,tk+1) denotes the indicator function of [tk, tk+1). Notice that adaptedness of f means that f (tk) ∈ Lp(Mtk ) for
all k  0. Let Φ be an Lr-martingale with (tensor/freely) independent increments. We deﬁne the left and right stochastic
integral of the simple adapted Lp-process f with respect to Φ by
t∫
0
f dΦ :=
k∑
i=1
f (ti)
(
Φ(t ∧ ti+1) − Φ(t ∧ ti)
)
,
t∫
0
(dΦ f ) :=
k∑
i=1
(
Φ(t ∧ ti+1) − Φ(t ∧ ti)
)
f (ti), (9)
respectively, where t ∧ ti denotes the inﬁmum of t and ti . Notice that L and R are martingales with values in Ls(M) by
Hölder’s inequality, where 1s = 1p + 1r .
Set L2(0, T ) := L2([0, T ]) and recall the noncommutative Hilbert space valued noncommutative Lp-spaces, deﬁned in
Section 4, for H = L2(0, T ). Identifying
n−1∑
k=0
f (tk)χ[tk,tk+1) ↔
n−1∑
k=0
f (tk) ⊗ χ[tk,tk+1),
for any 1  p  ∞, we let S pad(0, T ) be the linear space of simple adapted Lp-processes supported on [0, T ]. For
1  p < ∞ we let Hpc (0, T ), Hpr (0, T ) and Hp(0, T ) be the closure of S pad(0, T ) in Lp(M; L2(0, T )c), Lp(M; L2(0, T )r)
and Lp(M; L2(0, T )rad), respectively. Notice that it is equivalent to deﬁne these spaces as the closures of S∞ad (0, T ) in the
respective spaces. Indeed, if
f =
n−1∑
k=0
f (tk)χ[tk,tk+1) and g =
n−1∑
k=0
g(tk)χ[tk,tk+1)
are simple adapted processes in Lp(M) and L∞(M), respectively, then we have
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n−1∑
k=0
∥∥∥∥√tk+1 − tk( f (tk) − g(tk))⊗ 1√tk+1 − tk χ[tk,tk+1)
∥∥∥∥
Lp(M;L2(0,T )c)
=
n−1∑
k=0
√
tk+1 − tk
∥∥ f (tk) − g(tk)∥∥p .
Hence it follows by density of L∞(M) in Lp(M) that S∞ad (0, T ) is dense in Hpc (0, T ). Similarly, S∞ad (0, T ) is dense in
Hpr (0, T ) and hence in Hp(0, T ).
Let Hploc(R+) denote the linear space of all processes f : R+ → Lp(M) such that, for every T > 0, the restriction of f to
[0, T ] belongs to Hp(0, T ). Analogously we deﬁne Hpc,loc(R+) and Hpr,loc(R+).
It is shown in [34] that
Hp(0, T ) =
{
Hpc (0, T ) +Hpr (0, T ), 1 p < 2,
Hpc (0, T ) ∩Hpr (0, T ), 2 p < ∞.
Moreover, they show that for 1< p < 2,
‖ f ‖Hp(0,T ) p inf
{‖g‖Hpc (0,T ) + ‖h‖Hpr (0,T )}, (10)
where the inﬁmum is taken over all g,h ∈ S pad(0, T ) such that f = g + h.
7.1. Integrators with tensor independent increments
In the proof of our main theorem we will use the following Khintchine inequalities for tensor product probability spaces,
which can be deduced from the noncommutative Rosenthal inequalities (as indicated in Remark 3.5 of [21]).
Theorem 7.1. Fix 1 < p < ∞, let p′ be its Hölder conjugate and set q = max{p, p′}. Let (M, τ ), (M˜, τ˜ ) be noncommutative prob-
ability spaces and let (M, τ ) denote their tensor product probability space. Let (xk) be a sequence in Lq(M) such that τ (xk) = 0 for
all k, c2 = infk ‖xk‖2 > 0 and dq = supk ‖(xk)‖q < ∞. Suppose that the xk are weakly independent with respect to τ . Let (ak) be any
ﬁnite sequence in Lp(M˜). Then for 2 p < ∞ we have∥∥∥∥∑
k
ak ⊗ xk
∥∥∥∥
p
p,c2,dq max
{∥∥(ak)∥∥Lp(M˜;l2c ),∥∥(ak)∥∥Lp(M˜;l2r )}
and for 1 < p < 2,∥∥∥∥∑
k
ak ⊗ xk
∥∥∥∥
p
p,c2,dq inf
{∥∥(bk)∥∥Lp(M˜;l2c ) + ∥∥(ck)∥∥Lp(M˜;l2r )}
where the inﬁmum is taken over all decompositions ak = bk + ck in Lp(M˜).
Theorem 7.2. Fix 1 < p < ∞, let p′ be its Hölder conjugate and q = max{p, p′}. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space.
Let f ∈ S∞ad (0, T ) and suppose that Φ is a normal, mean-zero Lq-martingale with tensor independent, stationary increments. Then,∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hp(0,T ) p
∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
(dΦ f )
∥∥∥∥∥
p
. (11)
Hence, by density of S∞ad (0, T ) in Hp(0, T ), for any f ∈ Hp(0, T ) we can deﬁne the left and right stochastic integral
∫ T
0 f dΦ and∫ T
0 (dΦ f ) and (11) holds. Moreover, if f ∈ Hploc(R+), the processes (
∫ t
0 f dΦ)t0 , (
∫ t
0 (dΦ f ))t0 are continuous L
p-martingales.
Finally, the assertions remain true if we assume Φ to be a mean-zero L∞-martingale with tensor independent, stationary increments.
Proof. We only prove the ﬁrst equivalence in (11), the second is proved analogously. Suppose ﬁrst that f is a simple,
adapted L∞-process given on [0, T ] by
f =
n−1∑
f (tk)χ[tk,tk+1),
k=0
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T∫
0
f dΦ =
n−1∑
k=0
f (tk)
(
Φ(tk+1) − Φ(tk)
)
.
Let (M˜, τ˜ ) be a copy of (M, τ ) and Φ˜ a copy of Φ in (M˜, τ˜ ). By decoupling (cf. Theorem 6.3) we have∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p
∥∥∥∥∥
n−1∑
k=0
f (tk) ⊗
(
Φ˜(tk+1) − Φ˜(tk)
)∥∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥
n−1∑
k=0
√
tk+1 − tk f (tk) ⊗ 1√tk+1 − tk
(
Φ˜(tk+1) − Φ˜(tk)
)∥∥∥∥∥
p
. (12)
Suppose now ﬁrst that 2 p < ∞. By Theorem 7.1 we have∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p max
{∥∥(√tk+1 − tk f (tk))∥∥Lp(M;l2c ),∥∥(√tk+1 − tk f (tk))∥∥Lp(M;l2r )}.
But ∥∥(√tk+1 − tk f (tk))∥∥Lp(M;l2c ) =
∥∥∥∥∑
k
√
tk+1 − tk f (tk) ⊗ 1√tk+1 − tk χ[tk,tk+1)
∥∥∥∥
Lp(M,L2(0,T )c)
= ‖ f ‖Hpc (0,T ), (13)∥∥(√tk+1 − tk f (tk))∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) = ‖ f ‖Hpr (0,T ), (14)
so ∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hp(0,T ).
Suppose now that 1 < p < 2. Then by (12) and Theorem 7.1 we have∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p inf
{∥∥(√tk+1 − tkak)∥∥Lp(M;l2c ) + ∥∥(√tk+1 − tkbk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r )}, (15)
where the inﬁmum is taken over all decompositions f (tk) = ak + bk in Lp(M) (0 k  n − 1). Let f (tk) = ck + dk , 0 k 
n − 1, be any such decomposition. Then, since f (tk) ∈ Lp(Mtk ), f (tk) = τ (ck|Mtk ) + τ (dk|Mtk ) is another decomposition
and by the noncommutative Stein inequality we have∥∥(τ (ck|Mtk ))∥∥Lp(M;l2c ) p ∥∥(ck)∥∥Lp(M;l2c ),∥∥(τ (dk|Mtk ))∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) p ∥∥(dk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ).
Hence, it is equivalent in (15) to take the inﬁmum over all decompositions f (tk) = ak + bk in Lp(Mtk ) (0 k  n − 1). But
any ﬁnite sequence (ck)
n−1
k=0 with ck ∈ Lp(Mtk ) (0 k n− 1) can be identiﬁed with an element of g ∈ S pad(0, T ) deﬁned by
g =
n−1∑
k=1
ckχ[tk,tk+1).
Therefore, by (10), (13) and (14) we obtain∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hp(0,T ).
0
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T∫
0
fn dΦ −
T∫
0
fm dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ fn − fm‖Hp(0,T ),
and by completeness of Hp(0, T ) the sequence (∫ T0 fn dΦ) converges to a limit ∫ T0 f dΦ in Lp(MT ) which satisﬁes∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hp(0,T ).
Since (
∫ t
0 fn dΦ)t0 is an (Mt)-martingale for every n and conditional expectation is an Lp-contraction we see that
(
∫ t
0 f dΦ)t0 is an L
p-martingale. To prove that (
∫ t
0 f dΦ)t0 is continuous, ﬁrst suppose that f ∈ S∞ad (0, T ) and let
u ∈ [0, T ]. By choosing 0  s < u close enough to u we may assume that f χ(s,u] = aχ(s,u] for some a ∈ L∞(Ms). We
have ∥∥∥∥∥
u∫
0
f dΦ −
s∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f χ(s,u] dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥p ‖aχ(s,u]‖Hp(0,T ) = √u − s‖a‖p,
so
∫ t
0 f dΦ is continuous at u. The continuity of (
∫ t
0 f dΦ)t0 for f ∈ Hp(0, T ) now follows by approximation.
Finally, notice that if Φ is an L∞-process then the decoupling step in (12) (and hence the whole proof) remains valid if
we drop the normality assumption on Φ . 
Remark. From the proof above it is not clear that for a simple adapted Lp-process f =∑n−1k=0 f (tk)χ[tk,tk+1) the stochastic
integrals
∫ T
0 f dΦ and
∫ T
0 (dΦ f ) are given by (9). For the left stochastic integral this can be seen as follows (the other
case is analogous) by using the measure topology on the ∗-algebra S(τ ) of τ -measurable operators (see [31] for details).
Let f i =∑n−1k=0 f i(tk)χ[tk,tk+1) be a simple adapted L∞ process such that sup0kn−1 ‖ f (tk) − f i(tk)‖p < 1i . Then f i → f in
Hp(0, T ) and through the isomorphism proved above we obtain ∫ T0 f i dΦ → ∫ T0 f dΦ in Lp(M) and hence also with respect
to the measure topology. On the other hand, we have f i(tk) → f (tk) in Lp(M) (hence, in measure) for every 0 k n− 1.
Since addition and multiplication are continuous with respect to the measure topology, we obtain
n−1∑
k=0
f i(tk)
(
Φ(tk+1) − Φ(tk)
)→ n−1∑
k=0
f (tk)
(
Φ(tk+1) − Φ(tk)
)
in measure. Since the measure topology is Hausdorff, (9) holds.
Remark. For any pair f , g in S∞ad (0, T ) one can deﬁne, assuming without loss of generality that f and g are deﬁned with
respect to the same partition of R+ , a bistochastic integral by
T∫
0
f dΦ g :=
∑
k
f (tk)
(
Φ(tk+1) − Φ(tk)
)
g(tk).
The proof of Theorem 7.2 would then give the equivalences∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ g
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f g‖Hp(0,T ) p
∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f g dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
,
which can be used to extend the class of stochastically integrable biprocesses. We shall not pursue this direction any further.
Remark. We can alternatively describe the class of stochastically integrable processes as a closed subspace of the γ -
radonifying operators (see [29] and the references therein for deﬁnitions and results) from L2(0, T ) into Lp(M). First,
observe that we have an isomorphism
γ
(
L2(0, T ); Lp(M)) Lp(M; L2(0, T )rad).
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system in L2(0, T ). Let R f : L2(0, T ) → Lp(M) be the associated integral operator deﬁned by
R f h =
T∫
0
f (t)h(t)dt
(
h ∈ L2(0, T )).
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a classical probability space and (γk) a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables on
(Ω,F ,P). By successively applying the Khintchine inequalities in tensor product probability spaces (twice), the identiﬁ-
cation Lp(M ⊗ L∞(Ω)) = Lp(Ω; Lp(M)), the deﬁnition of R f , the Kahane–Khintchine inequalities and the deﬁnition of
γ (L2(0, T ); Lp(M)) we obtain∥∥∥∥∑
k
ak ⊗ ek
∥∥∥∥
Lp(M;L2(0,T )rad)
p
∥∥∥∥∑
k
ak ⊗ γk
∥∥∥∥
Lp(M⊗L∞(Ω))
=
∥∥∥∥∑
k
γkak
∥∥∥∥
Lp(Ω;Lp(M))
=
∥∥∥∥∑
k
γkR f ek
∥∥∥∥
Lp(Ω;Lp(M))
= ‖R f ‖γ (L2(0,T );Lp(M)),
so the asserted isomorphism follows by a density argument. Now, in Theorem 2.3 of [29] it is shown that a strongly
measurable function g : [0, T ] → Lp(M) is stochastically integrable with respect to a one-dimensional Brownian motion W
(in (Ω,F ,P)) if and only if Rg ∈ γ (L2(0, T ); Lp(M)) and in this case we have the γ -Itô isometry
‖Rg‖γ (L2(0,T );Lp(M)) =
∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
g dW
∥∥∥∥∥
L2(Ω;Lp(M))
.
By Theorem 7.2 and the above we obtain an isomorphism between Hp(0, T ) and the closure in γ (L2(0, T ); Lp(M)) of the
subspace of all integral operators R f associated with simple adapted L∞-processes f .
Let L2(0, T ; Lp(M)) be the Banach space of all Bochner integrable functions f : [0, T ] → Lp(M) such that
‖ f ‖L2(0,T ;Lp(M)) =
( T∫
0
‖ f ‖2p dt
) 1
2
< ∞.
In [19], Proposition 2.5, the following contractive inclusions are shown to hold: if 1 p  2 then
Lp
(M; L2(0, T )c)⊂ L2(0, T ; Lp(M)), Lp(M; L2(0, T )r)⊂ L2(0, T ; Lp(M))
and
Lp
(M; L2(0, T )rad)⊂ L2(0, T ; Lp(M)).
Since Lp(M; L2(0, T )rad)  γ (L2(0, T ); Lp(M)), the latter inclusion also follows from the more general result that
γ (L2(0, T ); E) ⊂ L2(0, T ; E) whenever E is a Banach space of cotype 2 (see [36] or Lemma 6.2 of [30] for a phrasing in
the modern terminology). If 2 p < ∞ we have
L2
(
0, T ; Lp(M))⊂ Lp(M; L2(0, T )c), L2(0, T ; Lp(M))⊂ Lp(M; L2(0, T )r)
and
L2
(
0, T ; Lp(M))⊂ Lp(M; L2(0, T )rad), (16)
and this time the latter inclusion can be also deduced from the fact that Lp(M) has type 2 (cf. [36] or Lemma 6.1 of [30]).
Hence, although we loosely refer to elements of Hp(0, T ) as stochastically integrable processes, in the case 2 < p < ∞ it
may not be true in general that an element in Hp(0, T ) can actually be represented by an element of L2(0, T ; Lp(M)).
We proceed by showing that if 2 p < ∞, then any continuous Lp-martingale is stochastically integrable. We need the
following lemma.
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(Mt)t0 on simple functions on [0, T ] with values in Lp(M) by
Aσ f =
∑
k0
1
tk+1 − tk
tk+1∫
tk
τ
(
f (t)
∣∣Mtk)dt χ[tk,tk+1).
Then Aσ extends to a bounded projection of Lp(M; L2(0, T )c), Lp(M; L2(0, T )r) and Lp(M; L2(0, T )rad) into Hpc (0, T ), Hpr (0, T )
and Hp(0, T ), respectively. Moreover, Aσ extends to a contractive projection in L2(0, T ; Lp(M)).
For the proof of the ﬁrst statement we refer to [34], Lemma 4.2, the proof of the second statement is an obvious
modiﬁcation of the proof found there.
Proposition 7.4. Let 2 p < ∞ and let f : R+ → Lp(M) be continuous and an Lp-martingale with respect to the ﬁltration (Mt)t0 .
Then f ∈ Hploc(R+).
Proof. Notice that, for every T > 0, f ∈ L2(0, T ; Lp(M)) and moreover,
Aσ ( f ) =
∑
k
f (tk)χ[tk,tk+1)
deﬁnes a simple adapted Lp-process on [0, T ]. Since 2 p<∞, f can be identiﬁed with an element f˜ of Lp(M, L2(0, T )rad).
We will show that f˜ ∈ Hp(0, T ). Let (An) be the sequence of averaging operators corresponding to the dyadic partitions
of [0, T ]. By continuity of f , An f → f in L2(0, T ; Lp(M)), so (An f ) is Cauchy. Moreover, (An f ) can be identiﬁed with a
sequence ( A˜n f ) in Hp(0, T ) and
‖ A˜n f − A˜m f ‖Lp(M;L2(0,T )rad)  ‖An f − Am f ‖L2(0,T ;Lp(M)),
so ( A˜n f ) converges in Lp(M; L2(0, T )rad) to some element g . For any n ∈ N, y ∈ Lp′ (M) (with p′ the Hölder conjugate
of p) and b ∈ L2(0, T ) we have
〈y ⊗ b, g〉 = lim
n→∞〈y ⊗ b, A˜n f 〉 = limn→∞
T∫
0
〈
y, An f (t)
〉
b(t)dt =
T∫
0
〈
y, f (t)
〉
b(t)dt = 〈y ⊗ b, f˜ 〉.
Since Lp
′
(M) ⊗ L2(0, T ) is dense in Lp′(M; L2(0, T )r) = (Lp(M; L2(0, T )c))∗ and Lp′(M; L2(0, T )c) = (Lp(M; L2(0, T )r))∗
we conclude that f˜ = g ∈ Hp(0, T ), as asserted. 
In particular, if 2  p < ∞, the stochastic integral processes (∫ t0 f dΦ)t0 and (∫ t0 (dΦ f ))t0 are again stochastically
integrable on the left and right with respect to Φ . In other words, iterated stochastic integrals are well deﬁned.
The results above can now be used to formulate and solve noncommutative stochastic differential equations. As a simple
example, consider the proposition below. Let C(0, T ; Lp(M)) be the Banach space of continuous functions on [0, T ] with
values in Lp(M), equipped with the supremum norm.
Proposition 7.5. Fix 2 p < ∞ and let Φ,Ψ be normal, mean-zero Lp-martingales with tensor independent, stationary increments.
For i = 1,2, let Ai : Hp(0, T ) → Hp(0, T ) be a map with the property that there is an Mi > 0 such that for every 0 < t  T and
U , V ∈ Hp(0, T ) it satisﬁes∥∥Ai(U ) − Ai(V )∥∥Hp(0,t)  Mi‖U − V ‖Hp(0,t).
Then the stochastic differential equation
dXt = A1(X)t dΦt + dΨt A2(X)t ,
X0 = X˜ (17)
has a unique solution in Hp(0, T ) ∩ C(0, T ; Lp(M)), for any X˜ ∈ Lp(M0). Moreover, the solution is an Lp-martingale.
Proof. The proof is a simple application of Picard iteration, inspired by [4], Theorem 2.1. Throughout, let  denote an
inequality modulo a multiplicative constant depending only on p,M1 and M2.
Let us ﬁrst note that for any 0 t  T the linear map f → f χ[0,t] , deﬁned initially on the simple adapted L∞-processes
on [0, T ], extends to a contractive projection Pt from Hp(0, T ) onto Hp(0, t).
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X (n)t = X˜ +
t∫
0
A1
(
X (n−1)
)
s dΦs +
t∫
0
(
dΨs A2
(
X (n−1)
)
s
)
.
Notice that X (0) is in Hp(0, T ) and since A1(X (0)), A2(X (0)) are in Hp(0, T ), it follows from Theorem 7.2 and Proposition 7.4
that X (1) is well deﬁned and in Hp(0, T ) ∩ C(0, T ; Lp(M)). By induction, X (n) ∈ Hp(0, T ) ∩ C(0, T ; Lp(M)) for all n 0.
By the assumption on A1 and the contractive embedding (16),∥∥A1(X (n))− A1(X (n−1))∥∥Hp(0,t)  ∥∥X (n) − X (n−1)∥∥Hp(0,t)  ∥∥X (n) − X (n−1)∥∥L2(0,t;Lp(M)).
Analogously,
∥∥A2(X (n))− A2(X (n−1))∥∥Hp(0,t) 
( t∫
0
∥∥X (n)s − X (n−1)s ∥∥2p ds
) 1
2
.
By Theorem 7.2 and using that (a + b)2  2a2 + 2b2 for a,b ∈ R, it follows that∥∥X (n+1)t − X (n)t ∥∥2p  (∥∥A1(X (n))− A1(X (n−1))∥∥Hp(0,t) + ∥∥A2(X (n))− A2(X (n−1))∥∥Hp(0,t))2

t∫
0
∥∥X (n)s − X (n−1)s ∥∥2p ds,
so by iteration there is a constant c depending only on p,M1 and M2 such that for all 0 t  T ,
∥∥X (n+1)t − X (n)t ∥∥2p  cn
t∫
0
· · ·
sn−1∫
0
∥∥X (1)sn − X (0)sn ∥∥2p dsn . . .ds1.
But ∥∥X (1)sn − X (0)sn ∥∥p  ∥∥A1(X (0))∥∥Hp(0,sn) + ∥∥A2(X (0))∥∥Hp(0,sn)

∥∥A1(0)∥∥Hp(0,T ) + ∥∥A2(0)∥∥Hp(0,T ) + (M1 + M2)‖ X˜‖Hp(0,T ),
so we obtain∥∥X (n+1)t − X (n)t ∥∥2p  (ct)nn!  (cT )nn! .
Hence, if n >m,
sup
0tT
∥∥X (n+1)t − X (m+1)t ∥∥p  n∑
k=m+1
(cT )
k
2
(k!) 12
.
Thus, X (n) is Cauchy in C(0, T ; Lp(M)) and, by the embedding (16), also in Hp(0, T ). By completeness, there exists a unique
X ∈ C(0, T ; Lp(M)) ∩ Hp(0, T ) such that X (n) → X in C(0, T ; Lp(M)) ∩ Hp(0, T ). In particular, X (n)0 → X0 in Lp(M), so
X0 = X˜ . Since the maps
Y →
t∫
0
A1(Y )s dΦs and Y →
t∫
0
(
dΨs A2(Y )s
)
are continuous on Hp(0, T ) by Theorem 7.2, it follows that X satisﬁes the SDE (17) and is therefore an Lp-martingale.
Suppose that Y ∈ Hp(0, T ) ∩ C(0, T ; Lp(M)) also satisﬁes (17). Then, for all 0 t  T ,
‖Xt − Yt‖2p  ∥∥A1(X) − A1(Y )∥∥2Hp(0,t) + ∥∥A2(X) − A2(Y )∥∥2Hp(0,t)  ‖X − Y‖2Hp(0,t) 
t∫
0
‖Xs − Ys‖2p ds,
so, by iteration, there is a constant C > 0 such that for any n 1,
‖Xt − Yt‖2p  max
0sT
‖Xs − Ys‖2p
(Ct)n
n! .
Hence, the solution is unique. 
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We now focus on stochastic integration with respect to integrators with freely independent increments. We need the
following equivalent of Theorem 7.1 for randomized sums in free product probability spaces.
Theorem 7.6 (Free Khintchine inequalities). Fix 1 < p < ∞. Let (M, τ ), (M˜, τ˜ ) be noncommutative probability spaces and (M, τ )
their free product probability space. Suppose that (ξk)∞k=1 is a freely independent sequence in L
∞(M˜) such that τ (ξk) = 0 for all k 1,
c2 = inf{‖ξk‖2} > 0 and d∞ = sup{‖ξk‖∞} < ∞. Then, for any v1, . . . , vn ∈ Lp(M),∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
vk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p,c2,d∞
∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) (18)
and ∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
ξk ∗ vk
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p,c2,d∞
∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2c ). (19)
Proof. Throughout we use the notation cr = inf{‖ξk‖r} and ds = sup{‖ξk‖s}, by assumption cr > 0 for 2 r ∞ and ds < ∞
for every 1 s∞. Observe that (19) follows from (18) by taking adjoints,∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
ξk ∗ vk
∥∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
v∗k ∗ ξ∗k
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p,c2,d∞
∥∥(v∗k)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) = ∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2c ).
To prove (18), we may assume without loss of generality that ‖ξk‖2 = 1 for all k  1. Indeed, once we have proved the
assertion under this additional assumption, the general case follows from the observations∥∥(‖ξk‖2vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) c2,d2 ∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ),
and
sup
{‖ξk‖−12 ‖ξk‖∞} d∞c−12 < ∞.
The ﬁrst observation follows by noting that the Lp-norm respects the ordering on positive elements.
Suppose ﬁrst that 2 p < ∞. Recall the notation EM = τ (·|M). For every j, EM(v j ∗ ξ j) = 0. Moreover, the ﬁnite se-
quence (vk ∗ ξk) is weakly independent with respect to EM . Indeed, for j = k, let a ∈ W ∗(M,W ∗(ξ j)), b ∈ W ∗(M,W ∗(ξk))
and c ∈ M be arbitrary. Then,
τ (abc) = τ (τ (a|M,W ∗(ξk))bc)= τ (τ (a|M)bc)= τ (τ (a|M)τ (b|M)c),
where we use free independence of W ∗(M,W ∗(ξ j)) and W ∗(ξk) and Theorem 5.1 in the second equality. Since c ∈ M was
arbitrary, we obtain by uniqueness of conditional expectation that EM(ab) = EM(a)EM(b).
By the noncommutative Rosenthal inequalities (Theorem 4.2) we have∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
vk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p max
{∥∥(vk ∗ ξk)∥∥lp(Lp(M)),∥∥(vk ∗ ξk)∥∥Lp(M,EM;l2c ),∥∥(vk ∗ ξk)∥∥Lp(M,EM;l2r )}.
We shall estimate the three norms on the right-hand side using the free independence of vk and ξk (for k = 1, . . . ,n),
∥∥(vk ∗ ξk)∥∥Lp(M,EM;l2r ) =
∥∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
EM
(
vk ∗ ξk ∗ ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
)) 12 ∥∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
vk ∗ EM
(
ξk ∗ ξ∗k
) ∗ v∗k
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
vkτ
(
ξkξ
∗
k
)
v∗k
) 1
2
∥∥∥∥∥
p
= ∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ),
as ‖ξk‖2 = 1 for all k, and
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∥∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
EM
(
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k ∗ vk ∗ ξk
)) 12 ∥∥∥∥∥
p
=
∥∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
τ
(
v∗k vk
)
τ˜
(
ξ∗k ξk
)) 12 ∥∥∥∥∥
p
= ∥∥(vk)∥∥l2(L2(M))
= ∥∥(vk)∥∥L2(M;l2r ).
It remains to estimate ‖(vk ∗ ξk)‖lp(Lp(M)) . We have ‖vk ∗ ξk‖p  ‖vk‖p‖ξk‖∞ , so,∥∥(vk ∗ ξk)∥∥lp(Lp(M)) d∞ ∥∥(vk)∥∥lp(Lp(M)).
Finally, we note that∥∥(vk)∥∥lp(Lp(M))  ∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ).
For p = 2 this is clear. For p = ∞ we note that for any j we have v j v∗j 
∑
k vkv
∗
k in the ordering of M induced by B(H ),
hence |v j | (∑k vkv∗k ) 12 and ‖v j‖∞  ‖(∑k vkv∗k ) 12 ‖∞ , so the inequality follows by taking the supremum over all j. The
remaining cases follow by complex interpolation.
We have obtained∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
k=1
vk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p,d∞ max
{∥∥(vk)∥∥lp(Lp(M)),∥∥(vk)∥∥L2(M;l2r ),∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r )}= ∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ).
To obtain (18) in the case 1 < p < 2 we use duality. Let vk, ξk be as above and let p′ denote the Hölder conjugate of p. Let
(wk) be a ﬁnite sequence in Lp
′
(M). By free independence and traciality of τ we have
τ
(
v∗k wk
)= τ (v∗k ∗ wk ∗ ξk ∗ ξ∗k )‖ξk‖−22 = τ (wk ∗ ξk ∗ ξ∗k ∗ v∗k),
and hence∣∣∣∣∑
k
τ
(
v∗k wk
)∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣τ((∑
k
wk ∗ ξk
)(∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
))∣∣∣∣

∥∥∥∥∑
k
wk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥
p′
∥∥∥∥∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
∥∥∥∥
p
p,d∞ ∥∥(wk)∥∥Lp′ (M;l2r )
∥∥∥∥∑
k
vk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥
p
.
By now taking the supremum over all ﬁnite sequences (wk) in Lp
′
(M) satisfying ‖(wk)‖Lp′ (M;l2r )  1 we obtain, by duality,∥∥(vk)∥∥Lp(M;l2r ) p,d∞
∥∥∥∥∑
k
vk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥
p
.
For the reverse inequality, ﬁrst suppose that v1, . . . , vn ∈ L∞(M). Then,∥∥∥∥∑
k
vk ∗ ξk
∥∥∥∥2
p
=
∥∥∥∥∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
∥∥∥∥2
p
=
∥∥∥∥(∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
)∗(∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
)∥∥∥∥ p
2

∥∥∥∥EM((∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
)∗(∑
k
ξ∗k ∗ v∗k
))∥∥∥∥ p
2
=
∥∥∥∥∑EM(vk ∗ ξk ∗ ξ∗k ∗ v∗k)∥∥∥∥ pk 2
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∥∥∥∥∑
k
vkv
∗
k τ˜
(
ξkξ
∗
k
)∥∥∥∥ p
2
= ∥∥(vk)∥∥2Lp(M;l2r ),
where the inequality follows by [20], Theorem 7.1, as p2 < 1. The desired inequality for v1, . . . , vn ∈ Lp(M) now follows by
approximation. This completes the proof. 
We are now ready to prove the free version of Theorem 7.2.
Theorem 7.7. Fix 1 < p < ∞. Let (M, τ ) be a noncommutative probability space. Suppose that Φ is a mean-zero L∞-martingale
with freely independent, stationary increments. Then, if f ∈ S pad(0, T ),∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
f dΦ
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hpr (0,T ) (20)
and ∥∥∥∥∥
T∫
0
(dΦ f )
∥∥∥∥∥
p
p ‖ f ‖Hpc (0,T ). (21)
Hence, by density of S pad(0, T ) in Hpr (0, T ) (Hpc (0, T )), for any f ∈ Hpr (0, T ) ( f ∈ Hpc (0, T )) we can deﬁne the left (right) stochas-
tic integral
∫ T
0 f dΦ (
∫ T
0 (dΦ f )) and (20) (respectively (21)) holds. Moreover, if f ∈ Hpr,loc(R+) ( f ∈ Hpc,loc(R+)), the process
(
∫ t
0 f dΦ)t0 (respectively (
∫ t
0 (dΦ f ))t0) is a continuous L
p-martingale.
Proof. The proof is similar to, but simpler than, the one for Theorem 7.2. In this case we use the free version of the
decoupling theorem (Theorem 6.4) and the free Khintchine inequalities (Theorem 7.6), instead of their tensor counterparts
(Theorems 6.3 and 7.1, respectively). We leave the details to the reader. 
Notice that if 2  p < ∞, then by proposition 7.4 the stochastic integral processes (∫ t0 f dΦ)t0 and (∫ t0 (dΦ f ))t0 are
again stochastically integrable on the left and right with respect to Φ . That is, iterated stochastic integrals are well deﬁned.
8. Application to Brownian motion
In this section we introduce the full and Boson Fock spaces and noncommutative analogues of Gaussian random variables.
Let H be the complexiﬁcation of a real Hilbert space HR with linear-conjugate linear inner product (·, ·) and let H ⊗n
denote its n-fold tensor product. Any elementary tensor u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un in H ⊗n is called an n-particle vector. The full Fock
space over H is deﬁned by
Γ f (H ) =
∞⊕
n=0
H ⊗n .
Let En be the symmetrization projection in H ⊗
n
, deﬁned on n-particle vectors by
En = 1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
Uσ , Uσ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un = uσ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ uσ−1(n),
where Sn denotes the permutation group on the ﬁrst n integers. The symmetrization of an elementary n-tensor in H ⊗
n
is
called a Boson n-particle vector, i.e. the Boson n-particle vector given by u1, . . . ,un ∈H is
u1  · · ·  un = Enu1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un.
We deﬁne the symmetric or Boson Fock space over H by
Γs(H ) =
∞⊕
H s
n
, H s
n = En
(
H ⊗n
)
.n=0
S. Dirksen / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 370 (2010) 200–223 221Let Ω = 1 ∈H s0 =H ⊗0 = C be the so-called vacuum vector. Then we can deﬁne the expectation operator in the vacuum
state on the full Fock space and Boson Fock space by
τ f (a) = (aΩ,Ω), a ∈ B
(
Γ f (H )
)
and
τs(a) = (aΩ,Ω), a ∈ B
(
Γs(H )
)
,
respectively. This deﬁnes two probability spaces (in the wider sense discussed before Deﬁnition 2.1) (B(Γ f (H )), τ f ) and
(B(Γs(H )), τs), the latter of which describes an open quantum system with an indeﬁnite number of Boson particles. In
this model we can describe the creation and annihilation of a Boson particle by the creation and annihilation operators,
respectively. For z ∈H the Boson creation operator associated with z is deﬁned on Boson n-particle vectors by
cs(z)u1  · · ·  un =
√
n + 1 z  u1  · · ·  un,
and the Boson annihilation operator associated with z by
as(z)u1  · · ·  un =
√
n
n∑
k=1
(uk, z)u1  · · ·  u˘k  · · ·  un,
where u˘k signiﬁes omission of uk . The resulting operators cs(z) and as(z) are densely deﬁned closable operators, we use the
same symbols to denote their closures. We have cs(z)∗ = as(z).
For x ∈HR we deﬁne the closed, densely deﬁned, self-adjoint operator
gs(x) = cs(x) + as(x),
and let Gs be the commutative von Neumann algebra generated by the gs(x). Recall that this is given by
Gs = W ∗({egs(x)(B): B ∈B(R), x ∈HR}).
The pair (Gs, τs) is a noncommutative probability space (in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.1) and every gs(x) has a normal distri-
bution under τs with mean zero and variance ‖x‖2 (cf. Theorem 21.1 of [33]). Moreover, if x1, . . . , xn ∈HR are orthogonal,
then gs(x1), . . . , gs(xn) are tensor independent.
The objects considered above can be deﬁned in an analogous manner for the full Fock space. For z ∈ H deﬁne the
creation operator associated with z by
c f (z)u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un = z ⊗ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un,
for u1, . . . ,un ∈H , and the creation operator associated with z by
a f (z)u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un = (u1, z)u2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un.
The obtained annihilation and creation operators are fundamentally different from their Boson counterparts. Indeed, the
resulting operators c f (z) and a f (z) are bounded maps on Γ f (H ), with operator norm ‖z‖, but again c f (z)∗ = a f (z).
For x ∈HR we deﬁne the bounded self-adjoint operator
g f (x) = c f (x) + a f (x),
and let G f be the von Neumann algebra generated by the g f (x), i.e.
G f = W ∗({g f (x): x ∈HR}).
The pair (G f , τ f ) is a noncommutative probability space (in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.1) and every g f (x) has a semicircular
distribution under τ f with mean zero and variance ‖x‖2. Moreover, if x1, . . . , xn ∈ HR are orthogonal, then the elements
g f (x1), . . . , g f (xn) are freely independent.
Suppose now that H = L2(R+,ds), where ds denotes Lebesgue measure. Then we can deﬁne a noncommutative ana-
logue of Brownian motion in the noncommutative probability spaces (Gs, τs) and (G f , τ f ) as follows. Deﬁne the generating
ﬁltrations (Gst )t0 and (G ft )t0 by
G it = W ∗
({
gi(x): x ∈ L2(0, t)R
})
,
where i = s, f and deﬁne
Ψ it = gi(χ[0,t]) (t  0).
The following lemma collects the basic properties of the process Ψ s .
222 S. Dirksen / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 370 (2010) 200–223Lemma 8.1. The process Ψ s is a mean-zero, self-adjoint Lp-martingale with respect to Gs for any 1 p < ∞ and moreover, Ψ s has
tensor independent, stationary increments. In fact, Ψ st has a normal distribution with mean zero and variance equal to t (for t  0).
Proof. Most of these properties are clear, we will only demonstrate that the increments of Ψ s are tensor indepen-
dent. Fix t > 0 and let t˜ > t , then the increment Ψ s
t˜
− Ψ st is given by gs(χ(t,t˜]). Pick any u1, . . . ,un ∈ L2(0, t)R . Since
gs(u1), . . . , gs(un), gs(χ(t,t˜]) commute and are moreover self-adjoint, they have a joint spectral measure e on Rn+1. Let
e˜ denote the joint spectral measure of gs(u1), . . . , gs(un) on the Borel subsets of Rn . As shown in [9], we have for any
polynomial p in n + 1 variables
τs
(
p
(
gs(u1), . . . , gs(un), gs(χ(t,t˜])
))= τs(p1(gs(u1), . . . , gs(un)))τs(p2(gs(χ(t,t˜]))).
Here p = p1p2 is the factorization in C[X1, . . . , Xn+1] of p in p1 ∈ C[X1, . . . , Xn] and p2 ∈ C[Xn+1] when Xn+1 commutes
with X1, . . . , Xn . In other words, the moments of the probability measures τse and τse˜ × τsegs(χ(t,t˜]) coincide. Since τse is a
multivariate normal probability measure, it is uniquely determined by its moments (see e.g. [13], Theorem 2.1) and therefore
τse = τse˜ × τsegs(χ(t,t˜]) . This gives
τs(ab) = τs(a)τs(b), (22)
for any a ∈ W ∗(gs(u1), . . . , gs(un)) and b ∈ W ∗(gs(χ(t,t˜])).
Since any a ∈ Gst is the uwo-limit of a net (ai) with ai ∈ W ∗(gs(ui1), . . . , gs(uin)) for some ui1, . . . ,uin ∈ L2(0, t)R , the
factorization in (22) holds for any a ∈ Gst and b ∈ W ∗(gs(χ(t,t˜])). It now follows by commutativity of W ∗(gs(χ(t,t˜]),Gst ) that
Ψ s
t˜
− Ψ st is tensor independent of Gst . 
On the other hand, Ψ f is a mean-zero, self-adjoint L∞-martingale with respect to G f , with freely independent, station-
ary increments and Ψ ft has a semicircular distribution with variance equal to t (for t  0). The proof of these properties can
be found in [41,42] and [32]. We shall refer to Ψ s and Ψ f as Boson Brownian motion and free Brownian motion, respectively.
Theorems 7.2 and 7.7 give necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence of a stochastic integral of an adapted
Lp-process with respect to Boson and free Brownian motion, for any 1 < p < ∞. A version of this result for free Brow-
nian motion was already obtained in [6] in the case where 2  p < ∞ and the integrand is an adapted L∞-biprocess.
They applied the Burkholder–Gundy inequalities from [34] directly to the stochastic integral of a simple L∞-biprocess and
subsequently used a direct limit argument to obtain the result for adapted L∞-biprocesses.
Our approach to stochastic integration with respect to Boson Brownian motion is rather different from the usual ‘ex-
ponential vector formulation’ introduced by [17]. Where we set out to obtain two-sided Lp-norm estimates for stochastic
integrals of simple adapted processes and use this to extend the class of stochastically integrable processes, the latter ap-
proach instead focuses on deﬁning stochastic integrals pointwise on a common dense domain of exponential vectors. The
idea is to obtain a pointwise, one-sided estimate from above for the stochastic integral of a simple adapted process deﬁned
on exponential vectors and to use this estimate to extend the class of stochastically integrable processes. This strategy works
for a larger class of stochastic integrators than considered in this paper, e.g. for creation and annihilation processes, but is
restricted to the setting where the underlying Hilbert space is a Boson Fock space. Moreover, unlike in our setting (for
2 p < ∞), the exponential vector formulation leads to problems when considering iterated stochastic integrals, see [1] for
a discussion and an approach to solve this.
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